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Course description 

 

1. Educational institution Al-Safwa University College 

2. Scientific Department  / Center Department of Computer Technology 
Engineering 

3. Course name  / code Mathematics (I) 

4. Available forms of attendance Weekly  / theoretical  

5. season  / year annual 

6. Number of hours of study  ) total  (  90 hours 

7. The date this description was 
prepared 

6/12/2020 

8. Course objectives 

1. Recognize the vocabulary of mathematics, including symbols, terms, shapes, 
and drawings ... ... etc. 
2. Getting to know the mathematical structure, especially the numerical, 
algebraic and geometric system. 
3. Identify the nature of mathematics as an integrated system of knowledge 
and its role in the interpretation of some natural phenomena. 

 
  

This course description provides a brief summary of the most important 
characteristics of the course and the learning outcomes expected of the 
student to achieve, demonstrating whether he has made maximum use of 
the available learning opportunities. It must be linked to the description of 
the program.; 
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10. Exit data of the decision and the methods of teaching, learning and assessment 

A- Cognitive goals 
A1- The student learns about the matrix system and how to use it in solving 
equations. 
A2- The student gets to know the concept of equation and the ability to distinguish 
between its different types. 
A3- The student learns about vector algebra and uses it in various applications. 
A4- The student learns the principle of calculus for different functions and how to 
use them in different applications. 

 
 
B - the skill objectives of the course. 
B1 - The student acquires the ability to solve mathematical problems (numerical, 
algebraic, and geometric). 
B2 - The student acquires the methods and methods of mathematical proof and its 
simple logical foundations. 
B3 - The student acquires various methods of conducting operations that help the 
learner to make the appropriate choice according to the nature of the situation. 
B4- The student acquires the ability to collect, classify, tabulate, represent and 
interpret quantitative and numerical data. 
 

     Teaching and learning methods 

The lectures. 
2- Use the data show. 
3- Using the computer 
 

     Evaluation methods 

1-     Quiz. 
2-     Quarterly and annual exams  .  
  

C- Emotional and value goals 
C1 - works in the spirit of one team. 
C 2- He adheres to the ethics of the university institution. 
C 3 - receives and accepts knowledge. 
 

    Teaching and learning methods 

1- Theoretical and scientific lectures. 
2- Training students in educational workshops and laboratories. 
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   Evaluation methods 

1. Semester and final exams  .  
2. daily exams  ) quiz(. 

  
  

D- Transferred general and qualifying skills (other skills related to employability 
and personal development). 
D1 - Develops a tendency to and appreciation of mathematics and a desire to learn 
it. 
D2 - Develops the tendency to study mathematics and enjoy solving mathematical 
problems. 
D3 - Develop some positive values such as accuracy, order, order, objectivity, 
perseverance and respect for the opinions of others. 
D4 - The student gains confidence in the results he reaches by using different 
methods of thinking. 

 
  
  

11. Course structure 

the week hours Required 
learning 

outcomes 

Unit name 
and  / or topic 

education method Evaluati
on 

method 
the first 2theoretical  The student 

understands 
the topic 

Matrices theoretical  Quiz 

The second 2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Determinates theoretical  Quiz 

the third 2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Cramer's rule theoretical  Quiz 

the fourth 2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Functions 
and their 
graphs 

theoretical  Quiz 

Fifth 2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Functions 
and their 
graphs 

theoretical  Quiz 

sixth 2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Functions 
and their 
graphs 

theoretical  Quiz 

seventh 2theoretical  The student 
understands 

Slopes, and 
equation of 

theoretical  Quiz 
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the topic lines 
eighth 2theoretical  The student 

understands 
the topic 

Absolute 
value of 

magnitude 

theoretical  Quiz 

ninth 2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Limits and 
continuity  

theoretical  Quiz 

The tenth 2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Scalars, 
vectors, 

component 
of vector 

algebra, dot 
product 

theoretical  Quiz 

eleventh 2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Orthogonal 
vectors, 

cross 
product, 
vector 

calculus  

theoretical  Quiz 

twelveth 2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Limit theory 
of derivative, 

chine rule  

theoretical  Quiz 

Thirteenth 2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Derivative of 
trigonometri

c, inverse 
trigonometri

c, 
hyperbolic, 

inverse 
hyperbolic  

theoretical  Quiz 

fourteenth 2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Derivative of 
logarithmic, 
exponential  

theoretical  Quiz 

Fifteenth 2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Curve 
sketching by 

y', y" 

theoretical  Quiz 

sixteen 2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Application 
of 

differentiatio
n  

theoretical  Quiz 

seventeenth 2theoretical  The student 
understands 

Theory of 
integration  

theoretical  Quiz 
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the topic 
eighteen 2theoretical  The student 

understands 
the topic 

Definite and 
indefinite 
integrals, 
integral of  

trigonometri
c , integral of 

inverse 
trigonometri
c, integral of 
exponential, 
logarithmic 

theoretical  Quiz 

nineteenth 2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Definite and 
indefinite 
integrals, 
integral of  

trigonometri
c , integral of 

inverse 
trigonometri
c, integral of 
exponential, 
logarithmic 

theoretical  Quiz 

twenty 2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Integration 
by parts 

theoretical  Quiz 

twenty one 2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Integration 
by parts 

theoretical  Quiz 

twenty two 2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Application 
of definite 
integrals 

theoretical  Quiz 

twenty 
third 

2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Volumes theoretical  Quiz 

twenty 
fourth 

2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Volumes theoretical  Quiz 

twenty-
fifth 

2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Review  theoretical  Quiz 

twenty-
sixth 

2theoretical  The student 
understands 

Review  theoretical  Quiz 
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the topic 
Twenty-
seven 

2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Review  theoretical  Quiz 

twenty-
eighth 

2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Review  theoretical  Quiz 

Twenty-
ninth 

2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Review  theoretical  Quiz 

thirty 2theoretical  The student 
understands 
the topic 

Review  theoretical  Quiz 

12. Infrastructure 

1 Required prescribed books Thomas' Calculus: Early Transcendentals.  

2 main references  ) sources  (  Schaum's Outline of Calculus, 5ed 

Recommended books and 
references                 ) scientific 
journals  ، reports  .... ، (  

  

B electronic 
references  ، websites  ...  

https://ar.khanacademy.org/ 

  
13. course development plan 

1-     Visit educational laboratories  .  
 

  

 
 
 

 

 
 
 


